WILD anemone populations in Israel (Anemone coronaria L., diploid, 2fl = 16) are sometimes markedly polymorphic in perianth colouration. Scarlet-flowered plants are always present and usually frequent in any local population. In the south and the more arid parts of the country they are the sole colour type. In the north (Galilee, Samaria) wild populations are often polymorphic and comprise numerous nonscarlet types in addition to the scarlet one; these range from white through pink to purple and various hues of violet. A. coronaria is protogynous and thus apparently largely cross-pollinated. (ii) Homogeneous non-scarlet individuals tested bred true (combination 2). When crossed to scarlet they yielded only non-scarlet and mostly variegated offspring (combination 3). All non-scarlet individuals tested in these combinations (8 plants) are thus regarded as dominant homozygotes.
WILD anemone populations in Israel (Anemone coronaria L., diploid, 2fl = 16) are sometimes markedly polymorphic in perianth colouration. Scarlet-flowered plants are always present and usually frequent in any local population. In the south and the more arid parts of the country they are the sole colour type. In the north (Galilee, Samaria) wild populations are often polymorphic and comprise numerous nonscarlet types in addition to the scarlet one; these range from white through pink to purple and various hues of violet. A. coronaria is protogynous and thus apparently largely cross-pollinated.
Examination of polymorphic populations in the north of Israel (ii) Homogeneous non-scarlet individuals tested bred true (combination 2). When crossed to scarlet they yielded only non-scarlet and mostly variegated offspring (combination 3). All non-scarlet individuals tested in these combinations (8 plants) are thus regarded as dominant homozygotes.
(iii) Variegated non-scarlet individuals tested segregated both when intercrossed (combination 4) and when crossed to scarlet (combination 5), yielding scarlet-flowered in addition to non-scarlet progeny.
Accordingly all variegated individuals tested (xo plants) are assumed to be heterozygous for the scarlet gene.
Results obtained from cross combination 6 also conform with the 5, 3 assumption that a single gene difference is involved here, and that spot variegation is characteristic of heterozygotes only. Combinations 4 and 5 show that heterozygosity is not invariably detected, and that the "penetrance " ofspotting in heterozygotes here is in the order of 85 per cent. This however still means that by checking on variegation one can distinguish heterozygotes to a large extent from homozygous (dominant) plants.
If scarlet spot variegation is indeed confined to heterozygous individuals, there are two plausible explanations for it: (a) somatic (Harrison and Fincham, 1964) ; (b) mosaic is produced by occasional spontaneous somatic loss of a chromosome or chromosomal segment harbouring the dominant allele, thus producing a pseudodominance effect similar to the white spot effect in Xicotiana tabacum (Moav and Cameron, ig6o; Moav, 1961) . The tapering growth pattern of scarlet sectors as well as their smallness (large scarlet stripes are a very rare feature) seem to point to developmental sublethality. If indeed the shape of the spot reflects reduced viability-it would be hard to explain the "mutant" sectors as resulting from simple gene mutation. The fact is that in segregating families scarlet (i.e. the homozygous recessive) individuals are as vigorous as their non-scarlet sibs and develop normal flowers. Th shape of the spots coupled with the occurrence of normal scarlet plants thus present circumstantial evidence in favour of somatic chromosomal aberrations. But obviously the matter needs further exploration.
